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Dress, $POA, CHLOÈ,
chloe.com/au
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IN OUR INAUGURAL
ELLE LIST, WE
CELEBRATE
2019’S HOTTEST
NAMES – OUR
MOST-TALKED -ABOUT
MOVERS, SHAKERS
AND CHANGEMAKERS
BY HANNAH JAMES

TASIA ZALAR
ACTOR

PHOTOGRAPHY BY

GEORGES ANTONI
STYLING BY

CAROLINE TRAN

Tasia Zalar walked the Logies red carpet for the first time this year, nominated for the Graham Kennedy
Award For Most Popular New Talent thanks to her role in the ABC’s Mystery Road. The mini-series has
been said to star “the supergroup of Indigenous television”, and it’s a title Zalar feels honoured to be
associated with. “I went to the 25th anniversary of the ABC’s Indigenous film department, and they
showcased what we’ve achieved,” says the proud Gurugulu woman. “To see 25 years in a five-minute
reel was mind-blowing – it was so emotional. We’re now able to tell our story from our perspective.”
Cairns-born Zalar discovered acting early: “I used to film comedy skits with my best friend,” she says. Her first
role came at age 15, in a short film that was part of the Message Sticks Indigenous Film Festival. But it’s
Mystery Road that’s made her a household name. As to whether she’ll try her luck in LA, she’s
undecided: “I’m open to whatever the universe brings.” >
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HONOR
EASTLY

LISY
KANE

VIDEOGAME PRODUCER

NATALIA
GRZYBOWSKI

the E L L E L I S T

FASHION DESIGNER

Almost two years into her
tenure as head of design at
Lee Mathews, Natalia
Grzybowski’s influence is
clear: new hemlines and more
modern silhouettes that
maintain a respectful link with
the label’s history. Despite
finding international success,
Grzybowski is keen
to help build up the local
fashion industry and plans to
keep the brand on our shores.

She works in Melbourne, at
game development studio
League Of Geeks, but the
eyes of the world are firmly on
Lisy Kane. Her game Armello
was released internationally
and she was the only Aussie to
make it onto the Forbes 30
Under 30: Games list in 2017.
She also co-founded Girl
Geek Academy, with a mission
to teach one million women to
get into tech and launch their
own start-ups by 2025.

***

ALICE
MATTHEWS
JOURNALIST

Earlier this year, journalist Alice
Matthews scored an excellent
gig on SBS show The Feed,
as one of its new co-hosts.
She’s the proud winner of
a Walkley Young Australian
Journalist Of The Year Award
and has worked on two
publications for the UN on
protecting confidential sources
and fake news. She’s also
a proud feminist and a pretty
mean pole dancer.

***

***

JAKE WEBB

SHARNA
OSBORNE
ARTIST, FILMMAKER

Mixing moving image, fashion
and art, Sharna Osborne has
shot for Mulberry, MSGM
and Love and i-D magazines.
As if that weren’t enough, the
New Zealand native – who
now lives in London – also
designed the set for Miu Miu’s
AW19-20 runway show
featuring her own video
artwork, to much acclaim.

BRIDIE
McKIM
ACTOR

At 21, Bridie McKim is already
a trailblazer. In the ABC’s The
Heights, she portrays Sabine,
who has mild cerebral palsy
(as does McKim), becoming
the first disabled actor to play
a lead role on Australian TV.
“She goes to school, she has
family problems and boy
problems, and her life isn’t her
disability,” NIDA-trained McKim
has said. “In reality, that’s what
it’s like to have a disability.”

***

SINGER - SONGWRITER
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MENTAL HEALTH ADVOCATE,
PODCASTER

For Methyl Ethel’s third album
Triage, Perth’s Jake Webb has
said he was asking: “What
requires attention?”, with
a clear focus on relationships.
The album’s surreal, layered
sound proves the band is
certainly worthy of ours – and
audiences agree. Webb has
been touring since Triage was
released, and is now in the US.
Grab a ticket next time the band
is in town – if you can.

ZOË WHITE
CINEMATOGRAPHER

Sydney-raised Zoë White
has won plenty of accolades,
including being named
one of Variety’s 10
Cinematographers To Watch
in 2018 and one of American
Cinematographer’s Rising
Stars Of Cinematography in
2019. But it was her Emmy
nomination for her work on
The Handmaid’s Tale that
cemented her industry
credibility. With women only
making up three per cent of
cinematographers on the top
100 grossing films of 2018,
White’s work is sorely needed.

“I was at the hairdresser at the weekend with my
twin sister, and the hairdresser asked me what
I do,” says Honor Eastly. “My sister started
laughing and said, ‘Good luck answering that!’”
We’ll try: she’s an artist and writer who’s
been feted for her podcasting – US magazine
The Atlantic rated her ABC show No Feeling Is
Final among its top three podcasts of 2018.
But mainly, she explains, “I work in mental
health. I consult with government and NGOs on
how to make better mental health services. And
I’m on the Expert Advisory Committee for the
Royal Commission Into Victoria’s Mental Health
System.” She’s also just finished a start-up
accelerator for The Big Feels Club, a social
enterprise she runs with her partner through
which they organise meet-ups, make podcasts
and write articles about “big, scary feelings”.
It’s Eastly’s own years-long experience of
the mental-health system that showed her
how it falls short – and how it can be improved.
At The Big Feels Club, “We try to find the mix
between being authentic but also optimistic,”
she says. “When I was in [a psychiatric]
hospital, I was super-alone. And I wanted to
make the thing I wished I could find at 2am that
would make me feel like there was hope for me.
We want it to be creative, funny
but also authentic.” >

SEB
BROWN
JEWELLER

His recent sample sale sold out
in three hours – a testament to
the popularity of Seb Brown’s
delicate, sculptural pieces.
Amazingly, Melbourne-based
Brown taught himself to create
jewellery from YouTube videos,
and still prefers to custom-make
his pieces, some of which are
kept in galleries and museums
around Australia.

Jacket, $495, pants, $350, both
ACLER, shopacler.com; shirt, $299,
OROTON, oroton.com; shoes,
$770, CHRISTOPHER ESBER,
christopheresber.com.au; earrings,
$230, DINOSAUR DESIGNS,
dinosaurdesigns.com.au
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Dress, $5,750, GIVENCHY,
(07) 5631 4594

Jumper, $140, VENROY,
venroy.com.au

SARAH
AARONS
SONGWRITER

the E L L E L I S T

Melbourne-born, LA-based
Sarah Aarons is the
super-successful songwriter
you’ve never heard of.
She’s been nominated for
a Grammy and won four
APRA Music Awards this year,
including Songwriter Of The
Year. She’s written for The
Rubens, Khalid, Lykke Li, Demi
Lovato, Peking Duk and Jessie
Ware. And she’s done all this
amid some serious health
troubles, having one leg
amputated due to severe
rheumatoid arthritis.

***

SARA
SALEH

ACTIVIST, POET, WRITER

A long-time advocate of
refugee rights and racial
justice, Sara Saleh recently
co-curated an anthology
called Arab, Australian, Other:
Stories On Race And Identity,
sits on the board of activist
group GetUp! and has
worked for Amnesty
International and CARE
International. She also did her
masters in human rights law/
policy and is now completing
her Juris Doctor.

***

STELLA
DONNELLY

SINGER - SONGWRITER

AGI AKUR
MODEL
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Agi Akur exploded onto the Australian fashion scene this year, walking for Aje in the opening show at Mercedes-Benz
Fashion Week Australia, and going on to grace a further 14 runways. She instantly became a favourite of model bookers
and fashion editors alike (you may have spotted her on ELLE’s fashion pages), and for good reason: she’s incapable of
taking a bad photo, all long limbs and elegant angles and a smile that lights up any room. Her rise to fame has even been
noted by Destination NSW, which named her one of its Faces Of Fashion for 2019. But behind the red carpets and
runways is a girl who has had a difficult past. Born in a refugee camp in Kenya, Akur came to Adelaide with her family
on a humanitarian visa, and has said, “I’m so grateful to be here.” She also struggled to come to terms with her looks.
“It wasn’t easy loving myself and my complexion in the past,” she has revealed, “but now I can proudly say I’m a black
woman. I fully embrace my melanin and appreciate it in all shades.”

Stella Donnelly has an
uncanny knack for tapping
into the zeitgeist. Her 2017
single “Boys Will Be Boys”,
which told of a friend’s rape,
timed in with the #MeToo
movement, and her other
songs explore subject
matter including heartbreak,
abortion and racism. The
Fremantle singer has just
returned from the European
festival circuit and is currently
touring Australia.

NAKKIAH LUI
WRITER, ACTOR

Nakkiah Lui has established her
place in the canon of Australian
playwrights, with How To Rule
The World wowing audiences
at the Sydney Theatre
Company, where she’s the
most recent winner of the Patrick
White Playwrights Fellowship.
Her 2017 play Black Is The
New White was also a hit
– and is on the bill at the
Melbourne International Arts
Festival this October.

WILL
CONNOLLY
ACTIVIST, STUDENT

For Will Connolly, aka “Egg Boy”, becoming the figurehead
for a frustrated generation of young people wasn’t planned,
but that’s exactly what happened earlier this year. In March,
the 17-year-old student from Melbourne was shocked, like so
many, when then-Senator Fraser Anning blamed immigration
for the Christchurch mosque massacres. “I read Anning’s
statement and was like, ‘How can a senator say this?’” he
says. “I shared it on Facebook saying I’d like to be face-toface with this muppet – as a figure of speech – then someone
put the event in the comments, so I felt held to it.”
He went along, and the footage of him egging Anning went
viral. Supporters donated nearly $100,000 to GoFundMe
for Connolly’s legal fees (he escaped with a caution), bands
offered him free lifetime tickets to their shows and a mural of
him appeared in Melbourne. But critics said his protest
should never have become physical. “I agree, [it] shouldn’t
have,” says Connolly, “but the money was raised and
it made people happy, so it was worth it.”
Connolly donated the cash to the Christchurch victims and
their families, saying, “It was a no-brainer. It didn’t feel like
my money.” And now he’s shifting his focus to social change.
“I’m passionate about the school system – I’d like to remove
individualistic marks such as the ATAR score, and teach
non-tangible skills, like how to have a relationship. Kids are
uninspired by learning and often feel lost after Year 12. So we
need to learn to find what makes us feel fulfilled and happy.” >
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SOLAMON
BAILEY

CLEOPATRA
COLEMAN

the E L L E L I S T

ACTOR, WRITER

She may have grown up in
chilled-out Byron Bay, but
Cleopatra Coleman’s career
is anything but laidback. She
cut her teeth on Neighbours
and soon moved to LA, where
she starred in TV’s The Last
Man On Earth alongside
January Jones and Kristen
Wiig. The Jamaican-Australian
actor also wrote and acted in
Hover, a sci-fi thriller in which
drones attack humankind.

***

FLEXMAMI
TV PRESENTER

FlexMami (aka Lillian Ahenkan)
is the ultimate millennial multihyphenate: a TV presenter,
DJ, beauty YouTuber, writer
and podcaster, with 44K
Instagram followers and
counting. She’s bright and
bold, but unafraid to go deep
on life advice – identity and
intersectionality are particular
passions. She’s even created
a self-development card game
that encourages introspection.

From the quintessential surf spot
of Byron Bay, Soli Bailey is the
first pro surfer to compete under
the Indigenous flag at the top
level, literally wearing it on his
(jersey’s) sleeve. He’s enjoying
his first year on the World Surf
League Men’s Championship
Tour – and making waves in
the process. “Surfing’s my job,
and the ocean’s still where I like
to go and switch off,” he has
said. “I struggle to leave it.”

***

PRODUCER

After graduating from
Swinburne’s film and television
school in Melbourne, Sarah
Freeman’s work on the comedy
Why Are You Like This?
featured in the ABC and Screen
Australia’s Fresh Blood Pilot
Season. And late last year, she
won a Film Victoria placement
to spend six months in LA
working with Margot Robbie’s
production company, whose
upcoming projects include the
TV show Dollface and the
Robbie-starring Barbie movie.

JAMES
FRECHEVILLE
ODETTE
MUSICIAN

Raised in Sydney’s inner west,
spoken-word poet and musician
Odette (born Georgia Odette
Sallybanks) was signed
at just 14, and it’s easy to see
why. She creates sounds
inflected by the musical
palates of her Zulu mother
and jazz-pianist grandfather.
She’s one not to miss on the
local festival circuit.

FASHION DESIGNER

LIZZI
LEIGHTON
CLARK
MODEL MANAGER

As director of women at Kult
Australia, Lizzi Leighton Clark
is all about diversity. She learnt
her trade working at her
mother’s modelling agency,
Priscillas, and is keen to shift
the way we see ourselves on
catwalks and in print. “It’s
positive to see Aussie designers
on the pulse and using girls and
guys who reflect the diversity of
modern Australia,” she’s said.

***

***

SARAH
FREEMAN
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SURFER

MAGGIE
HEWITT

ACTOR

Anyone who can not only
hold their own but steal focus
from co-stars like Joel Edgerton
and Jacki Weaver deserves
applause. And in his
breakthrough role in Animal
Kingdom, James Frecheville
did just that. He then put in
a memorable turn in Adore as
Naomi Watts’ much younger
lover, and shared the screen
with Hugo Weaving in
Black ’47. Next up: The Seven
Sorrows Of Mary with Brit
up-and-comer Ellie Bamber.

LORETTA
BOLOTIN

NOT- FOR - PROFIT FOUNDER

Food is a powerful connector,
something Loretta Bolotin is
well aware of. She’s the
co-founder and CEO of Free
To Feed, which employs
people from refugee and
migrant backgrounds to
provide cooking classes
and dinners. She also aims to
build community – and her
Melbourne customers are
stepping up to the plate.

Net-A-Porter never stocks a designer’s
debut collection – unless you’re
Maggie Hewitt. The Kiwi founder
of Maggie Marilyn was just 22 when
a family friend introduced her to the
e-tailer’s fashion director, who loved
the recent graduate’s aesthetic and
promptly sent in an order. Maggie
Marilyn was soon stocked in chic
boutiques globally, and even scored
a fan in Meghan Markle, who wore
a custom dress on her trip to Australia
and New Zealand last year.
What sets Hewitt apart is not only her
luxurious, feminine designs, but her
commitment to sustainability. After
a deep-dive into the issue while
at university, she was shocked by
fashion’s impact on the environment.
“I even wondered if I should quit
fashion,” she says. “How could
I create change as one small person
at the bottom of the world?”
She started with establishing
a transparent supply chain, choosing
recycled options for everything from
zips to buttons to fabric, and using
biodegradable packaging made
from cassava root. Hewitt is now
focusing on the full life cycle of each
garment. “Maggie Marilyn being
part of a circular-based economy
seems like the only road forward,”
she says. “I just get so excited by
the possibilities of what we can
do and how we can inspire other
industries. Fashion can actually
change the world.” >

Jacket (with shirt), $1,245,
shorts, $190, both MAGGIE
MARILYN, maggiemarilyn.com;
jewellery, Hewitt’s own
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Shirt, $1,730, BOTTEGA
VENETA, (02) 9239 0188;
jewellery, Brito Meumann’s own

HARRY WERE

PHOTOGRAPHER, DESIGNER

***

DIRECTOR, WRITER

As a writer and director
of films, documentaries
and music videos, Melissa
Anastasi has scored
a European Union Film Award,
and her short By This River won
an Australian Directors’ Guild
Award. And it’s not just her
talent that sets her apart.
“Being a first-generation
Greek-Cypriot migrant who
identifies as queer, I do have
a unique perspective that
I bring to my work,”
Anastasi has said.

***

JAMES
BARTLE
CEO

Meghan Markle drew her
international spotlight towards
a few carefully chosen brands
during her Australian tour, and
Outland Denim was one.
Founder/CEO James Bartle
doesn’t just use sustainable,
organic fabric for his jeans, he
employs female workers from
vulnerable backgrounds to
manufacture them. His efforts
have been rewarded: after the
Duchess wore his Harriet style,
it immediately sold out, and
sales leapt by 640 per cent in
the week afterwards alone.

***

KIRI-UNA BRITO
MEUMANN
ARTIST

Not many of us scored a celeb fan when we were still in high school, but Kiri-Una Brito Meumann did. “YOUR VISION IS
DOPE,” wrote A$AP Rocky on the artist’s Instagram in 2013, and soon she was on a plane to New York to install one of
her pieces in his house. Today, the artist is perhaps most well-known for #GoldenDerriere, a sculpture based on Kim
Kardashian’s famous curves that commented on how social media shapes ideals of female beauty. Social media is one
of her favourite themes, as is gender. “I just went to an art show by the Guerrilla Girls that showcased the imbalance of male
and female in the art industry,” she says. “It’s so deeply ingrained – big-tier galleries put on so few shows by female artists,
and museums and galleries often lump all the female artists in a group show. Why segregate us even more?”
After graduating last year from the Victorian College Of The Arts, she’s now focusing on her art full-time. “I’ve got lots of
ideas and not enough money to back them,” she says. “It’s not easy – I have a lot of side hustles going on.”
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TANYA
DONTAS
& MATTHEW
BOYD

EUPHEMIA
RUSSELL

ENTREPRENEURS

PLEASURE EDUCATOR

Redesigning volunteering for
the digital age is their mission,
and Tanya Dontas and
Matthew Boyd, co-founders of
Vollie, are delivering. Their
website matches volunteers’
skills to the needs of charities
on a flexible basis, with all
projects taking place exclusively
online – meaning people can
volunteer from anywhere in the
world. So far, the platform has
clocked up an impressive
11,700 volunteer hours.

Euphemia Russell is helping to
break down taboos around
intimacy with I Wish You Knew,
which provides information
about all things pleasure via
events and coaching sessions.
Raised in Melbourne but now
based in San Francisco, Russell
has described the organisation’s
approach as “practical,
disarmingly dorky and
deeply compassionate”.

SAGE
MELLET

WELLNESS ENTREPRENEUR

When Sage Mellet’s brother
Troye Sivan made it big, she
decided to use her growing
social media following for good.
She co-founded Peach Pack,
a monthly subscription box full
of everything you need to
handle your period. Yes, there
are tampons and pads, but
also chocolate, lotions and
teas. The business also comes
with a healthy dose of
period-positive messaging.

THOMASIN
McKENZIE
ACTOR

From a family of screen stars
(including an actress mum and
director dad), New Zealandborn Thomasin McKenzie
broke through in 2018 with
the survivalist drama Leave
No Trace, and hasn’t stopped
since. Coming up is The King
with Timothée Chalamet, Jojo
Rabbit with Scarlett Johansson
and True History Of The Kelly
Gang with Russell Crowe. And
did we mention she’s only 19?

***

the E L L E L I S T

Being a photographer/
knitwear designer sounds like
a dream job – and for Harry
Were, it pretty much is. When
she’s not shooting campaigns
and editorials, she’s making
a cookbook with her twin sister
Carter Were, or visiting her
“ladies”, who use local New
Zealand wool to handknit
the jumpers she designs in
maddeningly one-off drops.

MELISSA
ANASTASI

ASHLEIGH
GARDNER
CRICKETER

One of the few Indigenous
players to wear the baggy
green, Ashleigh Gardner
made her Ashes Test debut this
year. “I hope I’ll do the
Aboriginal community proud,”
she wrote on an Instagram
post of her receiving her cap.
And she did (along with the
rest of the country), with the
Australian team winning by
a big margin. >
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DYLAN
ALCOTT

TENNIS CHAMPION,
DISABILITY CAMPAIGNER

EMMA
BOOTH

the E L L E L I S T

EQUESTRIAN

A lover of horses since she
was little, Emma Booth’s
long-held equestrian dreams
were dealt a blow in 2013
when she was involved in
a near-fatal car accident
that caused paraplegia.
However, just seven months
later, she found the strength to
get back in the saddle. After
competing at the 2016
Paralympics in Rio, Booth
now has her sights set firmly
on Tokyo in 2020.

GEORGIE
STONE
ACTOR

Only the second transgender
actor in Australian TV history to
play a trans character, Georgie
Stone has been breaking barriers
since she was tiny. It was her
family’s legal battle that won
trans kids the right to take vital
puberty-blocking medication
without a court order. As for her
Neighbours role, she’s said it’s
a step forward in representation:
“I would have gone to this place
of self-acceptance sooner if I’d
seen a happy, high-achieving
trans character growing up.”

***

ACTOR

Hailing from Newcastle,
Geraldine Viswanathan was put
firmly on the map last year thanks
to prom comedy Blockers. Since
then, the actor has taken
the lead in Hala and starred in
TV’s Miracle Workers with Daniel
Radcliffe, while her new film Bad
Education (also starring Hugh
Jackman and Allison Janney)
just premiered at the Toronto
International Film Festival.

AFLW PLAYER, BOXER

As befits a boxer, Tayla Harris
came out swinging after that
up-shorts photo, taken while
she was kicking for a goal on
the AFLW field. Turning yet
another instance of internet
sexual harassment into
a glorious feminist uprising, she
not only called out the trolls,
but has even made the photo
her Instagram profile pic
(proving she takes no shit).

***

***

***

KAIIT
RAIN FULLER
ACTOR, WRITER

Yes, Rain Fuller has been on
Neighbours, but she’s not your
regular soap star. Based in LA,
she co-created, produced and
starred in the award-winning
web series Two Refugees And
A Blonde. She’s also the brains
behind a female-led comedy
series called SLUT, which aims
to redefine the word.
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GERALDINE
VISWANATHAN

TAYLA
HARRIS

SINGER

Soul queen Jill Scott once
described Kaiit as her musical
love child with fellow soul star
Erykah Badu. It’s high praise for
the 21-year-old, who has no
shortage of female mentors –
she has a tattoo of Amy
Winehouse and Lauryn Hill
on each forearm. We would
suggest you catch the Papua
New Guinea-born, Melbourneraised singer-rapper on her
current national tour but, true
to form, it’s sold out.

LIAM
BENSON
ARTIST

Liam Benson uses performance,
textiles, video and photography
to explore issues of gender,
race and class. One of his
most recent productions was
“Hello, Good To Meet You”,
an interactive work for The
Museum Of Contemporary Art’s
2019 Belle Room Commission
that focused on making
contemporary art accessible
to people with disabilities.

Changing the perception of people with
disabilities is what Dylan Alcott does. His
namesake foundation recently launched its Remove
The Barrier campaign, which aims to raise awareness
of the obstacles people with disabilities face in the
workplace and spark reform. It tops off a big year
for Alcott, who won the Graham Kennedy Award
For Most Popular New Talent at the Logies for
his TV show The Set, with his moving speech
speaking to the heart of his mission: “People with
disability can be talented, funny, humorous
– just normal people enjoying their lives.”
Alcott also presents a radio show, founded
a disability consulting company, started a music
festival and pursues a turbo-charged sporting
career (which has included three Paralympic gold
medals and nine Grand Slams). “The reason I do
all that stuff is that people with a disability deserve
to live a normal life,” he says. “To have a normal
life, you’ve got to have opportunities, like going to
a music festival or seeing someone on TV like you.
But there’s unconscious bias and discrimination that
I really want to help change. I would regret not
using my profile to help my community.” >

KHADIJA
GBLA
ACTIVIST

Subjected to genital mutilation
when she was a young girl living
in Gambia, Khadija Gbla has
suffered both physically and
emotionally. But she’s turned
her experiences into powerful
motivators for her awardwinning speaking and cultural
consultancy work, which she
hopes will teach people to
address and question cultural
stereotypes and implicit bias.
Jacket, $595, P JOHNSON,
pjt.com; T-shirt, $95,
BASSIKE, bassike.com;
pants, socks, trainers,
all Alcott’s own
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Dress, $79.99,
ATMOS&HERE,
theiconic.com.au

Top, $229, CHOSEN, tuchuzy.com;
pants, $370, BEAUFILLE,
theundone.com; shoes, $239,
SENSO, senso.com.au; earrings,
$380, LOUISE OLSEN,
dinosaurdesigns.com.au

ARETHA
BROWN
ACTIVIST, ARTIST

***

DANIELLE WALKER
COMEDIAN

Danielle Walker has social anxiety, which you’d think would be tricky for a stand-up comedian
pursuing a life on stage – but no. “I can talk to a crowd like they’re my best friends, but I find
one-on-one is really anxiety-inducing,” she says. Indeed, she’s going from strength to strength. In
2016, just two years after her first stand-up gig, she won the RAW Comedy competition at the
Melbourne International Comedy Festival. The festival proved fertile ground – in 2018, her show
Bush Rat scored a Best Newcomer win there. These wins, she says, take the pressure off. “There’s
no stress now – nobody expects me to win another award for 10 years. You’re not winning best
show early in your career. I just have to keep working hard and being funny and I’ll get there.”
Brought up in the bush outside Townsville, Walker has found her new home of Melbourne very
welcoming, not just towards her but towards all female comedians. “Comedy runners want to book
diverse line-ups,” she says. “There are so many good female acts coming up. And all the women
seem to have really different perspectives, maybe because there haven’t been as many female
comics to look up to. It’s way more interesting.”
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MANAL
YOUNUS
WRITER, POET

Originally from Eritrea, East
Africa, Manal Younus performs
poetry, is a sought-after speaker
and facilitates workshops on
various topics, with her passions
including youth leadership,
female empowerment, racism
and culture. She also contributed
to this year’s anthology Growing
Up African In Australia.

BEAUTY INFLUENCER

Rowi Singh is an influencer
with a difference; she’s less
about concealing perceived
imperfections and more about
creating trippy artworks with
her face as the canvas. She
combines her Indian heritage
with modern influences, turning
herself into everything from
a Disney princess to Mac’s
spinning wheel of death.

***

JAMIE
MARINA
LAU
WRITER

the E L L E L I S T

At 18, Aretha Brown hasn’t
wasted a moment. As well as
speaking to thousands of
people at the 2017 and 2018
Invasion Day protests, she
served a term as Prime Minister
of the National Indigenous
Youth Parliament (the youngest
person and only woman to be
elected to the role) – proving
she’s one to spearhead a new
generation of Indigenous
activists. She’s also studying
at the Victorian College Of
The Arts, with her thoughtprovoking murals popping up
throughout Melbourne.

ROWI
SINGH

Jamie Marina Lau’s deliciously disjointed novel Pink
Mountain On Locust Island – which she wrote when
she was 19 – has fizzingly short chapters and an
ultra-contemporary plot that seems tailor-made to
appeal to distracted digital natives. “There are so
many books I haven’t finished, because form does
matter,” the 22-year-old says. “People who are my
age have said to me, ‘I haven’t read a book in so long,
but I finished this one.’ I wanted people who didn’t
typically read fiction to be able to read this.”
But Pink Mountain is no dumbed-down read; it earned
a spot on the 2019 Stella Prize shortlist, making Lau the
youngest-ever writer to be so honoured. The book is
rooted in the Asian-Australian experience (both
Lau’s parents are from Hong Kong, and her first
language is Cantonese) and tells the story of
15-year-old Monk, who lives in Chinatown in an
unnamed city. Her father is a burned-out art professor
whose mentorship of Monk’s quasi-boyfriend, Santa
Coy, turns into something more sinister.
The multi-talented Lau (she’s also a musician
known as ZK king) has two more books coming
out in the next two years. >
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T-shirt, $90, DOUBLE RAINBOUU,
doublerainbouu.com; jeans, $160,
LEE, leejeans.com.au; glasses,
earrings, both G Flip’s own

G FLIP
MUSICIAN

G Flip has had a dizzying 18 months. In February 2018, the musician born Georgia Flipo uploaded a song to Triple J
Unearthed, which instantly went off. Soon she was on stage at SXSW, performing throughout Europe, rocking the
Sydney Opera House on New Year’s Eve, releasing a debut album and booking a huge Aussie tour. But like most
overnight successes, it wasn’t quite that simple. Melbourne-based G Flip got her first drum kit at age nine, and only ever
had one career in mind. “I’ve written my own songs since I was 14,” she says. “I played in so many bands, but none
of those worked as a full career, so I was a wedding drummer, a DJ and a drum teacher on the side.”
Deciding to give the solo artist thing a red-hot go, she spent a year in her bedroom, writing songs, then learning
to sing and produce them. “If I worked that hard for a whole year and it didn’t come off, I’d know I’d tried my hardest.”
But it did, and now she’s changing preconceptions about women – and the LGBTQIA+ community – in music,
with her just-released album About Us charting the ups and downs of her relationship with girlfriend Jemma. “I’ve
never felt [my sexuality is] something I need to hide,” she says. “The music industry now lets you be who you are.
If you’re just trying to fake it, people quickly realise.” E
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Additional photography: Daniel Archer; Blush Creative; Pooneh Ghana; Lindsay Kallis; Jacquie Manning/courtesy of the Museum Of Contemporary Art Australia; courtesy of
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Photography: Georges Antoni at
Artist Group. Hair and makeup:
Wayne Chick at Hart & Co; Janice Wu.
Additional hair: Rory Rice at Lion Artist
Management. Additional makeup:
Linda Jefferyes at Artist Group

